ERCO Press releases


Compact LED ? Economic and efficient downlight for offices and sales areas


Lüdenscheid, April 2013 - Compact LED is an economic range of downlights for efficient, but also differentiated, general lighting in offices, administrative buildings and salesrooms. The proprietary LED lens system enables glare-free, uniform illumination with two very useful light distributions. This functionality gives the designer of such downlight applications additional, high-value lighting tools for creating efficient visual comfort. 

Oval flood creates new options in the office

ERCO offers the Compact LED series of downlights with two different light distributions to satisfy different spatial requirements - a foundation of effective lighting design. The oval flood beam is great for cost-efficient, light-point optimised workstation illumination. As a special feature of this range, the position of the oval beam can be adjusted by turning the luminaire within the mounting ring - even after installation. Where large areas in administrative buildings or retail need to be illuminated, the wide flood characteristic is superb for ensuring a uniform and efficient result.

Available in five sizes with lumen packages ranging from 640 to 4000 lumen, Compact LED downlights are the perfect solution for any lighting task. Using state-of-the-art production technologies, ERCO is further in a position to create a new concept of value for money.

Innovation in lighting technology: optimum visual comfort - minimum recess depth

With Compact LED, ERCO presents an ideal synthesis of seemingly contradictory requirements. The newly developed, highly efficient LED lens system fuses excellent visual comfort with high lumen packages and an exceptionally shallow recess depth. Projected light in combination with an parabolic screening ring and cross baffle enables a cut-off angle of 30° despite a recess depth of only 75 to 155mm. It means that wattages of up to 36 watts per downlight can be used without glare, even in higher ceilings.

If you require any further information on ERCO or image material, please visit us at www.erco.com&#47;presse. We can also provide you with material on projects worldwide for your media coverage.


About ERCO

The ERCO Light Factory in Lüdenscheid is a leading international specialist in architectural lighting using LED technology. The family business, founded in 1934, now operates as a global player with over 60 subsidiaries, branches and agencies in over 40 countries worldwide. Since 2015 ERCO's portfolio has been 100% LED. Inspired by "light digital" as its leitmotif, ERCO in Lüdenscheid develops, designs and produces digital luminaires with focus on photometrics, electronics and design. Working closely with architects, lighting designers and engineers, ERCO develops lighting tools used primarily for applications in the following fields: Work, Shop, Culture, Community, Hospitality, Living, Public and Contemplation. ERCO understands digital light as the fourth dimension of architecture - providing highly precise and efficient lighting solutions to support creative designers in turning their visions into reality.

If you require any further information on ERCO or image material, please visit us at www.erco.com/presse. We can also provide you with material on projects worldwide for your media coverage.
